Accountability-Based, Data-Driven Governance through the Lens of Chinese Environmental Reform
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“SCORING SYSTEM BEGUN ON CREDIT.” It’s July 1961 and the New York Times has announced the advent of algorithm-driven credit scores.¹ “Scientifically determined series of weights” will now be applied to personal data to create “total credit scores,” in a swift thirty seconds.² In describing how one’s personal and financial characteristics will have a bearing on one’s credit-worthiness, the article raises some difficult questions: what characteristics should factor into a credit score?; how should factors be weighted?; and what is an acceptable minimum score? The relevance of these dilemmas to the quest of refining credit scores today suggests that these questions involve compromise and that there may exist no “right” formula to evaluate socio-economic, behavioral risk.

Or is there? This ambiguity, where data-driven governance meets ethics, is where our story begins. It leads us to ask why The New York Times did not question the practice of assigning credit scores to individuals in the first place. The article is notable precisely because it didn’t. The article strikes a very different, much more nonchalant tone about computerized credit scores than our media has afforded to recent and innovative developments in a different country: China’s social credit mega-project.³

In a stark contrast to 1961, the New York Times has characterized China’s social credit initiatives using more sensationalist terms since 2017: “China Names and Shames Tech Tycoon with Debt Blacklist.”⁴ “China to Debtors:
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Pay Up or Be Shamed.” The Trump administration also compared China’s new credit initiative to “an Orwellian system premised on controlling virtually every facet of human life.” But aren’t debt blacklists and poor credit scores—two socially branding and opportunity-defeating “punishments”—very much alike?

This paper explores the political, legal, and ethical implications of the social credit system (SCS) in China against a larger backdrop of “accountability-based, data-driven governance” initiatives, like credit scores, that have anchored themselves in our lives as routine governance and that continue to propagate around the globe today. Studying SCS offers an opportunity to reflect on social credit as a logical progression of both Chinese political norms and global surveillance trends. To shed light on the governance trade-offs and the political logic underlying data-driven, accountability-based governance, the paper studies the scheme through its operationalization of China’s green agenda.

Why the environmental focus? There are many parallels that can be drawn between the protection of privacy from surveillance and the environment from pollution, stemming from the irreversible nature of damage that can be done to both. These days, scholars speak of surveillance pollution. But the intersection of privacy and environmental protection is a thorny one: environmental protection is rooted in data harvesting and monitoring—that is, surveillance—and relies on incentive schemes to encourage compliance with environmental regulations. Environmental protection is by nature a fragile balancing act between competing economic and environmental interests. Add in privacy and this balancing act becomes even more complicated, thus affording an important lens through which to study the goals, development, and tensions inherent in SCS and accountability-based, data-driven governance more generally.

In Part I, this paper overviews Chinese governance reforms in the field of environmental protection since the 1970s to provide context and points of comparison for the development of accountability-oriented governance in China today. In Part II, the paper more formally introduces the principle of
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“accountability-based, data-drive, governance” through the description of China’s social credit system (more literally translated as a system of social “trust”\textsuperscript{11}) as it applies to citizens. This section also discusses the roll-out of a social credit system in the environmental field via the enterprise environmental credit and a system of cadre evaluation. In Part III, the paper explores the criticism raised against the social credit system; among others, the prospect that it will increase the central Chinese government’s top-down control. Then, in Part IV, considering the high levels of approval for social credit in China,\textsuperscript{12} the scheme’s effectiveness at curbing environmental degradation,\textsuperscript{13} its power-checking potential,\textsuperscript{14} and the convergence towards more accountability-based, data-driven governance across the world,\textsuperscript{15} the paper concludes by briefly reflecting on how much trust should be afforded to SCS initiatives generally. Are the fears that data-driven, accountability-based governance in China gives the Communist Party (CPC) a tightening and centralizing grip overblown? In this part, the paper distills the dilemmas SCS poses to all societies, China included, as we navigate the “promise and peril”\textsuperscript{16} of governance through transparency and incentive: a rule by algorithm.

I. CHINA’S ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES AND REFORMS

A. Industrialization, Protectionism, and Growing Unrest

China faces some of the heaviest air, soil, and water pollution levels in the world.\textsuperscript{17} In the early 2000s, the severity of environmental degradation became particularly acute after decades of unchecked industrialization supported by a coal-dominated energy sector.\textsuperscript{18} In its transition to a market-oriented economy, China’s priority was first and foremost economic growth.\textsuperscript{19} Modus operandi: “Pollution first, treatment afterwards.”\textsuperscript{20}

In 1979, the Environmental Protection Law (EPL) established the first environmental protection bureaus (EPBs) across China.\textsuperscript{21} The EPL, however,
was rudimentary and ill-enforced; in practice, many EPBs lacked any real enforcement power, and local administrators failed to hold polluters accountable, preferring to protect developing industries instead. With promotion prospects tied to local economic performance, local officials often intervened to block growth-jeopardizing regulations. Weak courts systems often allowed business interests to override the enforcement of national environmental policies.

Revisions to EPL in 1989 introduced environmental impact assessment (EIA) requirements and new liability schemes that imposed discharge fees on polluters. The law was an upgrade for the environment, but it precluded citizen participation in environmental assessments and conflicted with earlier laws on the books including the Water Pollution Prevention and Control Law which had previously instituted more protective discharge standards. These conflicts suggest that national and local regulations alike were fragmented and cast doubt on the implementation gap theory, as advanced by Central authorities, to explain away local environmental scandals.

By the first decade of the 21st century, environmental problems gave rise to protests. The number of environmental protests rose to 712 in 2013, a 31 percent increase from the previous year. Around the same time, the World Bank and the Chinese Academy of Sciences estimated the costs of environmental degradation to hover around 3-8 percent and 15 percent of the country’s annual GDP, respectively. The internet was also increasingly used to facilitate the quick dissemination of data relating to environmental conditions. While Under the Dome, a documentary about air pollution, reached hundreds of thousands of viewers online, environmental scandals like dead pigs in the Huangpu River rattled the country.
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B. “Green is Gold”\textsuperscript{33}: Environmental Data Mining

With mounting social pressure for reform, the environment became a decisive challenge for Party leadership.\textsuperscript{34} The central government turned to new bureaucratic and administrative initiatives to spur greater public supervision and participation in environmental protection. Over the last fifteen years, the Party has adopted a range of increasingly stringent pollution reduction and energy efficiency targets in its five-year plans and spurred the development of information technology to manage China’s new “eco-civilization.”\textsuperscript{35} In 2005, China’s state Council promulgated a Decision on Implementing Scientific Development and Strengthening Environmental Protection in an effort to operationalize these goals through the “perfection of a social supervision mechanism,” for public participation.\textsuperscript{36} The Open Government Information Regulations followed in 2007 creating new obligations for the environmental protection bureaus to disclose environmental information to the public, including relevant local legislation, pollution levels, management controls, and response plans.\textsuperscript{37} In line with this vision, EPBs then rolled out a “double sunshine program” in 2014 which required more than 7,600 facilities to disclose hourly data on air and water discharges—an unprecedented initiative in environmental surveillance.\textsuperscript{38} The sunshine program also broadened public access to discharge pipes, encouraging nonprofit surveillance and “naming and shaming” to serve as a “backstop” to government monitoring.\textsuperscript{39} In this way, the Central Party reinforced “hierarchical governmental trust,” a spin perhaps on the aforementioned implementation gap theory, shifting blame for environmental problems on local leadership by asking citizens to keep tabs on local officials for them.\textsuperscript{40}

More recently, informatization was championed by the central government through the Environmental Supervision System and Vertical Management Reform of Environmental Monitoring, Inspection and Law
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Enforcement at the Provincial Level (VM). The Supervision System established a Central Group of Environmental Protection Supervision (CGEPS), a parallel apparatus for environmental surveillance that complements provincial monitoring efforts. The CGEPS set out in 2016 to supervise enterprises and cadres of local governments across sixteen of China’s twenty-three provinces. Called “imperial envoys,” CGEPS ordered 10,512 enterprises to remedy environmental violations, issued 5,779 administrative penalties, collected 243 million RMB in fines, and subjected 2,682 individuals to CPC discipline and civil sanctions—in the space of a few months. VM ultimately restructured sectorial allegiances by placing personnel appointments, monitoring and inspection, and budgetary and material resources of EPBs under the supervision of superior bureaus (vertical tiao-based management) instead of regional offices (horizontal, kuai-based management), as had been routine.

These developments have signaled China’s move towards informatization—transparency via information technology—that has simultaneously enabled greater citizen oversight and centralized environmental governance. It is on this foundation that environmentally focused SCS or “accountability-based, data-driven governance” in China has taken root.

II. ACCOUNTABILITY-BASED DATA-DRIVEN GOVERNANCE AND THE PROMISE OF ENVIRONMENTAL REFORM

A. The Development of Social Credit in China

China’s social credit mega-project corresponds to a ratings and rewards system that integrates data from various monitoring and transparency mechanisms within a traditional administrative state. In principle, any data-driven and accountability-based mechanism assesses the object of its regulation by acquiring and then processing data with an interpretive algorithm. The algorithm typically produces a simplified measure used to trigger punishment or reward.

Data-driven and accountability-based mechanisms for governance are widespread, but China’s initiative has received significant media attention for the intention to construct an all-encompassing and centralized data repository.
supported by digital technology. While the project has been compared unfavorably to “Big Brother,” China’s new credit-based system is perhaps just as much about “top-down surveillance” as it is about “social supervision” destined to regulate government and market actors, too.

“Social credit” aspirations first appeared in 2002 in the Report of the Third Plenum of the 16th Central Committee, which announced the Party’s interest in creating “a social credit system with morality as its support, property rights as its foundation, and law as its guarantor.” In China’s 11th Five-year Plan for National Economic and Social Development in 2006, the goal of social credit, however, seemed overwhelmingly corporate; SCS would improve record-keeping for “loans, tax payments, contract fulfillment and product quality.” In 2014, the scheme picked up momentum under the State Council’s SCS Plan which announced the development of a more comprehensive “online credit infrastructure,” for “government matters, business, society and the judiciary.” The regulatory network of the SCS has rapidly expanded since 2014, and exponentially so with the surge of data-rich internet companies. The National Reform and Development Commission (NDRC) has now taken the lead on devising and piloting corporate social credit schemes across the country.

B. SCS Pilots in the Socio-Political Sphere

As the social credit mega-project relates to individuals, SCS in China is still a fledgling, with many different mechanisms at developmental stages. Across provinces, pilots have varied drastically in how schemes balance data harvesting with individual privacy interests. The city of Qingzhen in Guizhou has experimented with a scheme of 1,000 indicators with most data reported to be collected via peer evaluations. In contrast, Shanghai’s experiment has afforded citizens more protections such as the right to be forgotten and access to remedial measures to restore credit.
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The government has also encouraged financial institutions to experiment with multi-factorial credit systems of their own, creating the possibility of public-private partnerships and parallel but connected credit ecosystems. Sesame Credit, a smartphone application developed by Alibaba, has started evaluating the “creditworthiness” of individuals by harvesting financial data from credit records and assets, and by mining behavioral data from commercial transactions and social relationships. The data is computed and analyzed by algorithms in real time to produce a fluctuating score. A high score can waive rental deposits, while non-compliance may block individuals from performing financial transactions on Alipay.

But it is the Supreme People’s Court’s Defaulter List that has received the most attention to date, likely because of its steep sanctions. The Defaulter List is a judicial database that tracks individuals who do not comply with court judgments and syncs these records to financial and telecommunication platforms. Neglect comes at a high price when individuals lose access to securities and loans and are assigned to a blacklisted caller ID.

The overall effectiveness and political value of these initiatives, however, remains unclear. We can first wonder what the measure of effectiveness should be. Harkening back to our New York Times article of 1961, what is being measured? For whom? And are the proxies accurate? If success is in the eye of the beholder, it remains at least significant that in 2017, 2.2 of the 9.59 million people originally “blacklisted” sought to remove themselves from the Defaulter List by following court orders. And what we do know is that, in China, new mechanisms of governance are relying on public participation, supervision, and evaluation for behavior management. A score processed from thousands of data points holds the promise of social standing and the lure of this social status is to compel compliance. Achieved this way, compliance comes at a very low cost for the central government. But the term “credit” is also an awkward translation of xin (信) which means something closer to trust, faith, and sincerity reminiscent of age-old, Confucian ideals of governance. “Social credit,” as it operates in the social sphere, aspires to governance driven by data and social accountability. In China, as the model stands, access to
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popular services is conditioned on individuals acting towards others with integrity first.

C. SCS Pilots in the Environmental Sphere

In debates over the uses and efficacy of SCS and its associated privacy concerns, the field of environmental reform offers a different lens through which to understand incentive-driven governance. The SCS megaproject has emerged most prominently in the environmental sector in two distinct forms: the enterprise environmental credit and cadre evaluation. While these initiatives target different actors, they are similar for being performance-oriented governance mechanisms, built on big data, that use monitoring against targets to implement self-enforcing mechanisms for environmental regulation.70

i. The Environmental Enterprise Credit

To capture its scope as a regulatory mechanism, it is important to locate the environmental enterprise credit within a broader centralized scheme of corporate ratings.71 According to the NDRC, the goal is for corporate data from “court rulings, tax records, environmental and license compliance, product quality, labor safety, and administrative sanctions” to be factored into one aggregate social enterprise credit score for every corporation.72 The NDRC is working on a National Credit Information Sharing Platform (NCISP) whose goal is to centralize corporate data from 42 central agencies, 32 local governments, and 50 market actors, including Alibaba.73

The environmental credit is, therefore, one score among many, but it is itself complex. Firms are scored on a scale of 100 for their performance in “pollution prevention, ecological protection, environmental management and social supervision.” Each category itself includes several factors that are given different weights by political importance.74 In total, the environmental credit comprises 21 factors on which firms are evaluated.75 Environmental “transgressions” are publicly announced, inscribed in a “social integrity file,” and result in the deduction of points from a firm’s environmental credit.76 The reward for a better environmental credit includes heightened corporate status and more favorable loan conditions.77 The objective of the credit system is,
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therefore, to encourage enterprises to take “greener” initiatives, collect data, and prevent environmental harm before it happens, or in other words, self-regulate.

Similar to how pilot testing is playing out in the social sphere of SCS, the central government has given wide latitude to local provinces to experiment with their own environmental credit schemes as well. One notable example is the 2015 pilot undertaken in the Province of Jiangsu, for which companies are assigned colors to reflect their environmental performance.\textsuperscript{79} Whereas a compliant enterprise is coded green for a credit score in the high 11-12s, a poorly performing enterprise is listed red for a rating of 1-2, or black for a null score.\textsuperscript{80} Each firm starts off with a score of 9, and the rating is then increased or decreased over time according to the type and severity of environmental violation.\textsuperscript{81} While transparent scoring is to promote accountability, Jiangsu has operationalized these scores financially as well. Utilities now charge higher electricity rates to red and black coded enterprises than to green listed firms.\textsuperscript{82} The experiment is proving popular: several cities in the province are applying this scheme to pricing wastewater treatment as well.\textsuperscript{83}

Other provincial administrations have been afforded discretion in designing their own pilots in environmental SCS, but the Party’s goal remains first and foremost to create a robust centralized scheme. In 2016, the Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE) announced its plan to develop a central ecological big data platform (an “environmental cloud”) to connect disparate monitoring networks and offer the public better data management tools.\textsuperscript{84}

In the language of governance, how does this all work? Part I highlighted the mounting social unrest in the early 2000s due to environmental degradation and the difficulties the party faced, in a decentralized country, with breaking protectionist cycles at the local level. Part I also described the push for the verticalization and informatization of governance. These trends have laid the groundwork for a corporate credit system that can collect data and incentivize greener behavior and compliance.

The disclosure and operationalization of environmental data through ratings should also allow the government to better predict and manage corporate environmental risk.\textsuperscript{85} The ability to predict translates into the ability to better negotiate the administrative risks inherent in the central government’s interventions. By incentivizing corporate self-regulation, promoting citizen
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supervision, and aggregating data collected by multiple levels and parallel mechanisms of government oversight, SCS might just mitigate the principal-agent problem that has plagued the central government’s relations with its provinces, for centuries. By reducing the transaction costs of environmental management and eliciting popular participation, data-driven, accountability-based governance could hold the promise of Party stability as the government takes on the multi-stake issue that is environmental reform.86

ii. The Environmental Targets of Cadre Evaluation

China’s Cadre evaluation, for the priority this personnel assessment and management system places today on environmental goals, can be understood as an environmental credit mechanism. Under the scheme, officials are evaluated on an annual basis relative to their colleagues against strict performance targets extracted from the Party’s five-year plans.87 Cadre performance on these national priorities affects material rewards, promotion prospects, and penalties.88 Targets can be soft or binding and involve a range of governance objectives including economic growth, social stability, agricultural production, population control, and education.89

The mantra “pollution first, treatment after” captures the high priority that, historically, has been placed on economic growth within evaluation.90 High performance on economic targets often secured officials the greatest promotions but compromised performance on softer targets, especially those believed to conflict with economic growth like environmental protection.91 By fostering the protectionist dynamics discussed in Part I, cadre evaluation may have exacerbated environmental degradation and social unrest by the turn of the century.92

To track and better counter the effects of environmental degradation, a “Green GDP” metric was designed in 2004 to estimate China’s economic growth discounted by environmental costs.93 “Green GDP” never became the metric for the development of cadre targets but the figures radically shifted the central government’s priorities by 2006.94 In an effort to align economic growth with sustainability, environmental protection targets became “binding” and were raised to the same level of priority as economic growth.95 By the
eleventh five-year plan, four of eight binding cadre targets involved environmental protection. The most pressing goals for a cadre became increasing energy efficiency, reducing sulfur dioxide and decreasing chemical oxygen demand.  

Today, China has made significant energy efficiency gains, as mandated by cadre targets, and has managed to decouple traditional air pollutants from economic growth at an earlier stage of economic development than other countries. As a snapshot: from 2015 to 2018, the concentration of PM2.5 in Beijing dropped by 35 percent; in Shijiazhuang, by 39 percent; and in Baoding, by 38 percent. As a result, residents are now expected to live 3.3 years longer in Beijing; an additional 5.3 years in Shijiazhuang; and 4.5 more years in Baoding. Scholars have recognized the role of cadre evaluation in accelerating China’s green transformation and securing the “durability of Central Party rule.” A report published by the OECD in 2018 highlights the success of cadre evaluation in providing “a basis for strengthening the oversight of sub-national governments’ progress towards green growth, while enhancing accountability through ‘race to the top’ competition.”

Cadre evaluation is a subgenre of SCS for the way in which data, generated through performance, is aggregated, assessed against targets, and scored to effect punishment or reward. The incentive scheme embedded in cadre evaluation allows for competing priorities to be outlined and hierarchized, without reverting to the potentially slow-turning wheels of environmental legal reform. Cadre evaluation also resolves, in favor of uniformity and the cohesive structure of the five-year plan, conflicting patchwork of environmental law, as noted between the EPL and Water Pollution Prevention and Control Law.

If the implementation gap in environmental compliance ever existed, “privatizing” the value of environmental protection through cadre evaluation appears to have breathed new life into environmental protection at the local level and chipped away at the structures of economic protectionism. In
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contrast to criminal prosecution for environmental violations, the scheme’s predictable, annual reward mechanism increases the probability of sanction, the costs of cadre defection, and the compliance of local officials. Similar to how citizen-oriented SCS can shape “pro-social” behavior *en masse* and at low cost, cadre evaluation presents itself as a cost-effective means for the central government to push for environmental reform. But here lies the tension embedded in data-driven, accountability-based governance: there is little time to waste in environmental protection and new regulatory tools like SCS could be more broadly leveraged to tackle urgent crises like climate change but at what costs? And are the costs worth it?

### III. Resistance to Accountability-Based, Data-Driven Governance?

In theorizing the emergence of accountability-based, data-driven governance, scholars have pointed to a zone of compatibility where interests in transparency of both the governed and the Party-state meet. Greater data disclosure in China has been described as an opportunity for both top-down party control and the strengthening of bottom-up organizing. If that’s the case, how do both forces coexist in environmental reform and governance more generally? What is the scope of this compatibility? And where lies the friction? Alex Wang has vividly theorized this zone:

> Central to what has made environmental disclosure possible is a zone of compatibility where disclosure simultaneously enhances environmental performance, facilitates citizen autonomy, and enhances state control and legitimacy. Outside of this zone, the harder, control-oriented edges of the state emerge, information disclosure is reduced, and citizen freedom to move is constrained. In practice, state and society actors engage in an ongoing battle over the contours of this space.

The “ongoing battle” over the contours of this zone signals the emergence of resistance both in China and across the globe to the perils of accountability-based, data-driven governance. This battle can take the shape of anti-surveillance and *sousveillance*, “watching from below.” The following section summarizes these narratives in an effort to capture the trade-offs inherent to this increasingly popular regulatory practice.

A first narrative of resistance is grounded in the fear that SCS in China lacks genuine party commitment to transparency and solely expresses the party’s search for greater symbolic legitimacy; a political cover for establishing
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greater social control and party stability. In the environmental context, cadre evaluation and the environmental enterprise credit have been criticized for facilitating "greenwashing" and for buying the party time before its hands are forced to invest in more meaningful and opportunity-costing environmental action. In that vein, some scholars presage that a governance mechanism like cadre evaluation that uses sustainability goals as a proxy for nonenvironmental aims can only be environmentally protective for so long. The same tension arises in the assessment of SCS as applied to individual citizens: if social credit is a tool for party rule, transparency may only facilitate participatory monitoring and surveillance on uncontroversial topics at the expense of greater top-down surveillance in more contested spheres. In the environmental sector, however, the governance-value of SCS in achieving regulatory goals is relative. If judicial channels for contestation are weak, as discussed in Part I, and incentives can foment at least some participatory and green reform, is SCS not valuable?

A second narrative of resistance expresses skepticism over the kind of empowerment that public participation through data-driven governance can foster. The question is about who has the capacity to score and utilize the data that is being produced. Pollution-tracking apps have allowed citizens to identify polluting facilities in their communities even when citizens may not understand the scientific and ecological conditions at play in contamination. Some apps even allow citizens to message with local regulators directly about their findings. These instances of sousveillance effectively "turn the camera back on surveying entities," but scholars worry that community groups may lack the scientific tools and statistical expertise to make sense of the datasets they generate. The monitoring tools citizens have at hand are mirrors of information asymmetry; they are accessible only because the data they generate is uncontroversial and fulfills Party goals.

A third narrative of resistance against accountability-based, data-driven governance is the bias inherent in goal specification. How desirable are the goals that are incentivized through SCS? For cadre evaluation and the environmental enterprise credit, most can perhaps agree that tackling climate change and environmental degradation is a worthy and urgent goal. In this context, the Party’s five-year plans operationalized through cadre evaluation offer a clear framework for target-setting and also provide local officials with
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some discretion regarding roll-out. As pertains to citizen SCS, however, who dictates the normative goals and ideals of socio-economic behavior? The Party? Local officials? Alibaba? A neighbor? AI? Moreover, what proxies should be used to measure progress against those benchmarks? We are back to our New York Times article of 1961. The scored outcome may be rational and cost-effective but any heuristic entails subjective values.

A fourth narrative of resistance points to the development of surveillance infrastructure that feeds accountability-based, data-driven governance. With respect to environmental controls, data gathered through satellite technology has accelerated the pace of scientific research and allowed the Party to make independent findings that circumvent data collection by more economically protectionist levels of government. The ethics of environmental surveillance may not alarm, but the same tools applied to the collection of data for citizen SCS raise concerns regarding privacy, the harvesting of sensitive information, and the misappropriation of data. How will recent discussions over privacy rights in China, but also globally, affect the contours of this “zone of compatibility”? For now, Chinese citizens are taking to the courts to bend this zone and demand more data security. The draft of the Personal Information Protection Law released in December 2020, which provides for notice-and-consent, privacy rights, and governance duties for information handlers, attests to the early success of this citizen mobilization in pressing for more individual data rights.

A fifth narrative of resistance focuses on the falsification and manipulation of data. Scholars have suggested that information disclosure has become a new tool of governance only because it is “controllable”: officials can release information that serves them, and restrict the spread of data that harms their reputation, as necessary. While disclosure is malleable and selectively incomplete, bottom-up forces sometimes have enough information of their own to correct these errors. In 2015, 78 cases were filed in 17 provinces to sue environmental bureaus for the fabrication of data in violation of EPL’s provision for the truth and accuracy of monitoring.

A sixth narrative of resistance to SCS involves the violation of “due
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process,” relating to fair notice and propensity. While cadre evaluation and enterprise credit assessments are grounded in clear targets for performance, citizen social credit schemes, as a socio-cultural, multi-factorial endeavor, are more vulnerable to blackbox analytics. Under the mandates of an SCS algorithm, individuals may bear the weight of compliance with a “law” they know little about if the “zone of compatibility” morphs into a zone of uncertainty that compels compliance through fear. In writing about SCS in China, Yu-Jie Chen vividly raises this point with respect to Uyghurs in Xinjiang who are under magnified scrutiny and for whom the black box problem is no hypothetical concern.

Moreover, the regulatory logic of citizen SCS relies on an ability to predict behavior by aggregating seemingly unrelated data in an effort to uncover correlations. In due process jurisprudence in the United States, character traits are deemed insufficiently stable to permit the inference that one conformed their behavior to such traits. Yet this behavioral conformity is, in many ways, the premise of a social credit scheme. SCS relies on punishing individuals reputationally based on track records, or a predisposition for “untrustworthiness.” The principle of procedural justice has been referred to in some recent Chinese cases. Whether or not this principle captures due process as understood in the United States, the rise of accountability-based, data-driven governance in China and across the globe calls for a broader reflection on how the logic of SCS could harden mental shortcuts and erode judicial doctrines more generally.

A seventh narrative of resistance is the danger that incentive schemes will break resistance. Our story begins where governance meets ethics, but it could end when governance meets data-driven psychology. The act of citizen surveillance enables those with data to learn how to intervene on the basis of such data and undermine collective action when deemed necessary. For example, while the environmental enterprise credit may encourage public participation in pollution supervision, if such supervision is not rewarded by SCS at the individual level, the scheme as a whole may dissuade individuals from environmental activism. Similarly, regulation through administrative incentivization, that is, through complex schemes with multi-variate computations, instead of criminal or civil law, may complexify and confuse the
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road to individual redress.\textsuperscript{134}

An eighth and final narrative of resistance is about the ethics of assigning social credit scores in the first place. In environmental reform, SCS may appear less problematic because the values quantified relate to fictitious persons like corporations and “traditional subjects” of science like nature. In cadre evaluation, there is some comfort in knowing that officials have consented to evaluation through their professional career choices. With respect to citizen SCS, individuals may have little choice but to subject themselves to ratings in order to exist in society and access services. Even if ratings are conditioned on informed consent, we can still wonder whether citizens should be allowed to consent to such practices in the first place.

Despite these fears, many societies have been using one form of credit or another since at least 1961, as the New York Times attests.\textsuperscript{135} In other countries, non-financial conduct may not necessarily factor into credit scores and credit scores may not affect the provision of non-financial services, but data is often collected and reported, and sometimes it is even sold.\textsuperscript{136} In the United States, disclosure of criminal record data is routine in hiring.\textsuperscript{137} In the health insurance sector, rewards, such as low premiums, often depend on health behaviors. And the environmental enterprise credit is not too dissimilar to the CSR Performance Index, which, as an international scoring standard, rates corporations on their social responsibility practices as well.\textsuperscript{138}

Then why such skepticism in the press about China’s data-driven, accountability-based mode of governance? Is it the centralized government model of data collection? The potential surveillance apparatus in the making? Or the uncertainty of reform more generally and the inevitable shifts of power reform brings? All of it? None of it?

Is the resistance overblown?
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IV. LINGERING THOUGHTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Recent SCS developments have, overall, been well-received in China. Public approval suggests that issues like privacy and data security are seen as solvable issues. Citizens are taking the issues to court and, as Wang theorized, the contours of the “zone of compatibility” for transparency remain in flux. The party may retain a tight hold on domestic media, but the popularity of SCS may also be due to the scheme’s promise as a workable means to increase one’s social standing. There’s also maybe some security in knowing that most will live and transact in accordance with xin.

While social credit scores have the potential to harden social inequalities between citizens and perpetuate prejudice, the comprehensiveness of the measure could also guard against the pitfalls of scoring individuals based solely on their financial capacities. For individuals in China with no access to formal banking, social credit can offer an equalizing alternative.

The paper’s focus on social credit as applied to environmental reform also sheds light on the quick results that accountability-based, data-driven mechanisms can provide in governance. The environmental enterprise credit and cadre evaluation display the power of clear objectives, transparent data, and both material and reputational incentives to spur sustainable behavior from government and corporate officials alike. SCS in environmental management also allows citizens to play a greater role in monitoring pollution and keeping a check on local governments themselves.

The success of SCS in environmental law could also be explained with recourse to theories of economic development that emphasize the role of incentives in explaining China’s economic growth. The theory, as formulated by Donald Clarke, posits that incentive mechanisms, specifically the disincentivization of expropriation in China, is more important to explaining China’s development than are traditional narratives about the protection of private rights. In this line of thought, SCS can be understood as the expansion of a culturally relevant and historically rooted political phenomenon in China.
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The narratives of resistance have, nonetheless, also shown a more complex facet to the development of data-driven, accountability-based governance both in China and across the globe. Citizens in China have litigated in courts over privacy infringements and local governments, too, have pushed back against central supervision and a weakening hold on surveilling people.\textsuperscript{148} This resistance could foreshadow the pluralizing force of SCS; its potential to push for a centralized but algorithmically majoritarian rule. The contours of the “zone of compatibility” are surprising, and the battle to shape the scope of transparency governance, ever-fluctuating.

Credit scores, health premiums, restaurant reviews, “like” buttons, and fitness-trackers have already started to rate and quantify our lives. The attention China’s SCS initiative has drawn may also present an opportunity to reflect on collective and self-governance ethics more generally as we move through (or confine ourselves in) an increasingly digitized world. Daniel Duane writing for the New York Times in 2016 about surveillance technology in wildlife management asks, “if technology helps us save the wilderness, will the wilderness still be wild?”\textsuperscript{149} The question resonated with me: if I subject myself to surveillance chips and turn to AI and Fitbit tracking to see how much ice-cream I can maybe get away with, will I still be human? Or is the question alone enough to make me human?

In light of these ethical dilemmas, accountability-based, data-driven governance may work best for entities like corporations and officials that can consent, through their creation or career choices, to tracking, monitoring and transparency. The strides made in environmental protection in China as a result of SCS suggests that some sectors like sustainability may be better suited to a rule by algorithm. The jury is still out, I think, on the benefits of SCS at the citizen level. The benefits at this level will hinge on the scope of the privacy protections afforded by the Personal Information Protection Law and the zone of compatibility’s power to maintain algorithms that account for the equality of all people, not only those favored by majoritarian rule.

On a final note, analyzing SCS in China has placed a spotlight on new questions about the role of law in data-driven, accountability-based governance systems. Accountability-based governance is, after all, an administrative and algorithmic mechanism of rule. While SCS can legitimize itself with the backing of law, as we saw in the Chinese environmental context, SCS can be decoupled from law and operate effectively without it, if the incentives strike right. As such, at a global level, SCS may very well weaken the predictability and the role of law as that backbone of governance many have envisioned it to
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With a surveillance apparatus in place and SCS fully implemented, it’s not hard to imagine lawyers abandoning the art of statutory interpretation and taking on new roles as whiz technicians, advocating for credit score corrections, pointing to video footage, and alleging, algorithmic glitch!151
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